The Sunstream TriLift™ is specifically designed to lift today’s premium pontoons/tritoons. Based on Sunstream SunLift™
patented technology, the Sunstream TriLift™ offers premium high-speed, remote-controlled lifting while addressing the unique
lifting needs of today’s premium pontoons and tritoons. The Sunstream TriLift™ features elongated 17 ft bunks to provide
optimal hull support that both minimizes stresses on the hull and evenly distributes weight on the pontoons to provide superior
stability. Composite/aluminum bunks offer premium cushioning and protection for the pontoons and are designed to resist
wear, scratch and mold. Like other Sunstream products, every detail has been carefully engineered for superior performance,
aesthetics, reliability and long life.

D URABLE C ONSTRUCTION

D ESIGNED F OR E ASY U SE

S AFE & R ELIABLE

•Designed for today’s pontoon & tritoons
•Longer frame provides added stability on lift
•Extended bunks delivers greater bunk support
•Constructed from thick marine grade
aluminum 6061-T6
•All stainless steel hardware

•Water-resistant transmitters and advanced
remote controls technology
•DockEase™ technology with reinforced vertical
guide-ons, rolling cushioning tubes and canted
bunks makes docking a breeze
•Underhung bunk support beams reduces
required water depth by 6”

•Composite bunks are durable and soft for hull
support and protection
•Patented Over-center GavityLock™ designed to
keep boat up with no cables to break
•SunFluid™ - Environmentally-friendly, water
soluble hydraulic fluid
•Fast & smooth remote controlled hydraulics

ACCESSORIES:
•Solar or AC charging
•SwiftShield™ Automatic Boat Cover
•Canopies
•Guide-on pads
•Underwater LED lights
•Bunk risers (for TriToons with larger center hull)
•Leg mounted Powerpack shelf
•Dock mounted Powerpack shelf
•Range extension kits

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

TRITOON

PONTOON

Item Number
Capacity at Standard Range
Bunk Length
Frame length
Lifting Range
Optional Ranges:
Capacity at max range (5’)

SL7017PAR
6,600 lbs
17 ft
14.5 ft
4 ft range standard
3 ft or 5 ft with SA-EX12*
5,500 lbs

*Requires deck crossbeams to be mounted on top of channel bunk
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